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Vacuolar sorting receptor (VSR) proteins are integral membrane proteins that 
mediate protein trafficking from the Golgi apparatus to vacuole via an intermediate 
membrane-bound multivesicular prevacuolar compartment (PVC), which is defined 
by the presence of VSR proteins and the BP-80 reporter. Green fluorescence protein 
(GFP) fusions with the seven Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) VSRs (AtVSRs) 
were recently shown to localize to PVCs in transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells. The Rice 
{Oryza sativa) genome comprises of five VSRs (OsVSRl-5) but little is known 
about their subcellular localizations and functions. Here we study the subcellular 
localization of OsVSRl-5 using a reporter approach, in which GFP-OsVSRl-5 
fusions containing the transmembrane domain and cytoplasmic tail of individual 
OsVSR were expressed in transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells or transiently expressed in 
protoplasts of rice and tobacco BY-2 cells. Confocal immunofluorescent and drug 
treatment studies in BY-2 and rice suspension cultured cells demonstrated that, 
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among the five GFP-OsVSR fusions, three were localized to PVCs while the other 
two were localized to Golgi apparatus. Thus, in contrast to PVC localization of seven 
GFP-AtVSR fusions, GFP-OsVSR fusions localized to either PVCs or Golgi 
apparatus. The biological implications of such distinct localizations of rice VSR 
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1. The plant secretory pathway 
In eukaryotic cells, an endomembrane system comprised of functionally distinct, 
membrane-bound organelles for the secretory pathway exists for secreting proteins to 
the cell exterior or vacuoles. The major components of this system are the 
endoplasmic reticulum (ER), Golgi apparatus, prevacuolar compartment 
(PVC)/endosome and vacuole (Jiang and Rogers, 2003; Lam et al., 2005; Mo et al., 
2006). Once translated, the secretory proteins with signal peptides are directed to ER 
lumen, in which proteins are folded into proper three-dimensional confirmation. 
Proteins designed for the other secretory organelles are transported via COP II 
vesicles to the Golgi apparatus, which determine the destinations of secretory 
proteins (Schekman and Orci, 1996; Jiang and Rogers, 2003). In the Golgi apparatus, 
proteins containing vacuolar sorting determinants (VSDs) will be recognized by 
vacuolar sorting receptor (VSR) proteins and delivered to their final destination, 
vacuoles, via PVC mediated vesicular pathways (Vitale and Raikhel, 1999). On the 
other hand，if proteins lack specific information of retention and sorting, they will be 
packed into poorly characterized vesicles and transported from Golgi to the plasma 
membrane and extracellular space via a default pathway (Denecke et al., 1990). 
Unlike mammalian or yeast cells, the plant vacuole system appears to be more 
complicated due to its wide range of functions (Marty, 1999). It is known that the 
plant secretory pathway contain two types of vacuolar compartments, a lytic vacuole 
(LV) and a protein storage vacuole (PSV) (Robinson et al., 2005), which can be 
found in the same cells of barley roots and developing pea seeds (Hoh et al., 1995; 
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Paris et al.，1996). LV, an equivalent of the mammalian lysosome, maintains an 
acidic pH and serves as a material degradation compartment in the secretory pathway. 
In contrast, PSV, unique in plants, appears to be closer to neutral (Di Sansebastiano 
et al., 2001). PSVs are mainly found in seeds, and can store large amounts of 
proteins, which will be used as a source of nitrogen during seeds germination (Vitale 
and Raikhel, 1999). Additionally, matrix, globoid and crystalloid, three 
subcompartments with different functions, have been identified in PSVs (Jiang et al., 
2000). Tonoplast intrinsic proteins (TIPs) could be used as makers to distinguish 
different types of plant vacuoles, although pre-existing LVs could develop to form 
PSVs. Gamma-TIP serve as a marker for LVs, while alpha-TP and delta-TIP could be 
used to define PSVs (Jauh et al., 1999). 
2. Vesicular pathways in plant cells 
When seeds develop, especially the seeds of many legumes, it was found that both 
LVs and PSVs can be presented side-by-side. Therefore, different mechanisms of 
protein trafficking and targeting are needed to maintain their highly distinct 
compositions of proteins. Until now, three distinct vesicular pathways have been 
demonstrated to be responsible for targeting proteins to different plant vacuoles 
(Jiang and Rogers, 1999). First, the lytic PVC mediates a pathway to LV. VSRs 
recruit hydrolases at late Golgi or trans-Golgi network (TGN) and form a 
ligand-receptor complex into the clathrin-coated vesicle (CCV) for subsequent 
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delivery to the lytic PVCs (Paris et al., 1997; Happel et al.，2004). Second, dense 
vesicle (DV) mediates another less characterized route to PSVs, in which storage 
proteins are transported from Golgi apparatus to a putative PVC for PSVs (Hinz et 
al., 1999). The third pathway was also identified in developing pumpkin cotyledons, 
in which 2S albumin proteins are delivered directly from ER to PSVs by 
precursor-accumulating (PAC) vesicles with an electron-dense core and electron 
translucent outer layer (Shimada et al., 1997). Similarly, dark intrinsic protein (DIP) 
organelles in tobacco cells may also be involved in a direct ER to PSV pathway 
(Jiang et al., 2000). Figure 1.1 shows our current knowledge of plant secretory 
pathway leading to different plant vacuoles. 
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Figure 1.1 The plant secretory pathways 
Three vesicular pathways have been described: (1) In tobacco cells, vacuolar 
sorting receptor (VSR) protein, BP-80，transports cargo proteins from Golgi 
organelles to the lytic prevacuolar compartment (PVC) and finally to the lytic 
vacuole (LV) via the clathrin-coated vesicle (CCV); (2) The second pathway is 
represented by the traffic of Golgi-derived dense vesicle (DV) carrying storage 
proteins from Golgi organelles to the PVC for protein storage vacuole (PSV) 
before reaching PSVs in pea cotyledons; (3) In the third pathway, a 
Golgi-independent way, endoplasmic reticulum (ER)-derived precursor 
accumulating (PAC) vesicles deliver storage proteins directly from ER to PSV, 
bypassing the Golgi apparatus in pumpkin seeds. 
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3. Prevacuolar Compartments 
Receiving cargo proteins from transport vesicles derived from the Golgi apparatus, 
PVCs subsequently deliver the cargos to the vacuoles by fusion with the tonoplast 
(Bethke and Jones, 2000). The PVC functions as a place where missorted cargo 
proteins could be retrieved and sent back to Golgi organelles for another round of 
sorting (Lemmon and Traub, 2000; Oliviusson et al., 2006). In contrast to the well 
defined PVC of mammalian and yeast cells, the plant PVC remains less well-known 
due to its less unambiguous markers (Li et al., 2002). 
Corresponding to two distinct plant vacuoles, two different populations of PVCs 
have been described in several studies (Bethke and Jones, 2000; Robinson et al., 
2000). Several candidates for PVCs of the lytic pathway have been identified. In root 
tips cells of pea, a VSR protein, BP-80 (Binding Protein 80kDa), was found to 
localize to Golgi organelles and putative lytic PVCs, which are around 250nm in size 
(Paris et al., 1997). Similarly, in Arabidopsis root tips cells, the Arabidopsis BP-80 
homolog AtELP {Arabidopsis epidermal growth factor-like protein) was shown to 
localize to a presumptive PVC for LV, which is around lOOnm in diameter 
(Sanderfoot et al., 1998). Furthermore, the lytic PVCs of tobacco BY-2 cells were 
identified as multivesicular bodies (MVBs) in a recent study (Tse et al., 2004). On 
the other hand, several approaches have been employed for studying the PVC for 
PSV. It was postulated that MVBs containing storage proteins serve as PVCs for 
PSV in developing pea seeds (Robinson and Hinz, 1998). Moreover, in developing 
pumpkin cotyledons, PAC vesicles less than 0.5 jim in size may function as PVCs 
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for direct ER to PSV pathway (Shimada et al.，1997). Alternatively, in developing 
tobacco seeds and root tips cells, an organelle labeled by DIP antibody may be 
employed as PVCs for both Golgi-derived or ER-derived PSV pathways (Jiang et al., 
2000). 
4. Vacuolar sorting receptors (VSRs) 
In plant cells, soluble proteins can reach LVs or PSVs because they contain vacuolar 
sorting determinants which can be recognized by VSR proteins. For the lytic 
vacuoles, targeting of protease appears to be mediated by the integral membrane 
protein BP-80, which was identified from pea because it could recognize a vacuolar 
targeting motif NPIR at the N-terminus of aleurain and sporamin (Paris et al., 1997). 
BP-80 was isolated from pea and represented the first member of the VSR protein 
family. Both in vitro and in vivo evidences support its function in targeting cysteine 
protease to the lytic vacuoles (Paris et al., 1997; Cao et al., 2000; Humair et al., 
2001). Similarly, the AtELP also interacted with the propeptide of Arabidopsis 
aleurain (Sanderfoot et al” 1998). For the PSV pathway, several corresponding 
candidates have been identified. In ER-derived PAC vesicles, an integral membrane 
protein PV72 was identified as a sorting receptor for transporting storage protein 2S 
albumin to PSV in pumpkin (Shimada et al., 1997). Similarly, AtVSRl may transport 
12S globulin and 2S albumin to PSV in Arabidopsis seeds (Shimada et al., 1997). 
Another Arabidopsis receptor-like protein, AtRMR, may function as a receptor for 
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the PSV pathway (Park et al., 2005). 
Subcellular localizations of VSR family proteins have been studied by several 
approaches. Immunocytochemical electron microscopy (immunoEM) and confocal 
immunofluorescence studies have demonstrated that BP-80 and VSR proteins were 
localized to both Golgi apparatus and PVC in various plant cells including pea and 
Arabidopsis, whereas VSRs concentrated on the PVCs at steady state (Paris et al., 
1997; Hinz et al., 1999; Li et al., 2002). Again, using VSR antibodies as markers for 
PVCs, the lytic PVCs in tobacco BY-2 cells were identified as MVBs where VSR 
antibody labeling were restricted to the boundary or limited membranes of MVBs 
(Tse et al., 2004). 
5. BP-80 & Arabidopsis VSR Proteins 
BP-80 is a type I integral membrane protein containing a transmembrane domain 
(TMD) and a short cytoplasmic tail (CT). When a reporter containing the BP-80 
TMD and CT was expressed in tobacco cells, it colocalized with the endogenous 
tobacco VSR proteins to PVCs (Jiang and Rogers, 1998). Therefore, the TMD and 
CT sequences are sufficient and specific for targeting the BP-80 to reach its final 
destination PVC in plant cells. In addition, using transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells 
expressing fluorescent Golgi or PVC makers, Golgi and PVC organelles can be 
distinguished from each other based on their distinct response to drug treatments 
with Wortmannin and Brefeldin A (BFA). Wortmannin caused YFP-marked 
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PVCs/MVBs to enlarge and form small vacuole, but no visible change was observed 
for YFP-marked Golgi organelles in transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells (Tse et al., 2004). 
In contrast, BFA treatment induced the Golgi apparatus to form aggregates but 
showed no effect to PVCs/MVBs (Tse et al., 2004). 
Recently, a similar reporter approach was used to study the subcellular localization 
of the seven Arabidopsis VSR proteins in transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells (Miao et al., 
2006). Thus, seven fusion constructs containing a signal peptide-GFP and TMD/CT 
sequences of individual AtVSRl-7 were made and expressed in transgenic tobacco 
BY-2 cells. Confocal immunofluorescent, immunogold EM and drug treatment 
studies demonstrated that all these seven GFP-AtVSR 1-7 fusions were localized 
with the endogenous VSR proteins to PVCs/MVBs in transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells 
(Miao et al., 2006). It is thus likely that both GFP-AtVSR 1-7 and AtVSRl-7 were 
localized in PVCs/MVBs in Arabidopsis, even though the final proof comes from 
their expression and localization studies in transgenic Arabidopsis plants or cells. 
6. Research Objectives 
The rice {Oryza sativa) genome comprises of five VSR proteins, termed OsVSRl-5. 
However, little is known about their subcellular localization and functions in rice. 
Therefore, the aim of this study is to determine the subcellular localization of five 
individual OsVSR proteins by using a similar reporter approach. I also hypothesize 
that the TMD and CT sequences of individual OsVSRs are specific and sufficient for 
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their targeting in plant cells. Towards this goal, I have generated five fusion 
constructs that a signal peptide-GFP and TMD/CT sequences of individual 
OsVSRl-5. I have then tested and studied their expression and subcellular 
localization in both tobacco BY-2 cells and rice suspension cultured cells. Confocal 
immunofluorescent and drug treatment demonstrated that three of the GFP-OsVSR 
fusions localized to PVCs/MVBs in both BY-2 and rice cells, but two GFP-OsVSR 
fusions were found mainly in the Golgi organelles. I will discuss the biological 
significance of such unique and distinct localizations of OsVSRs in rice. 
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Chapter 2 
Development and Expression of 
GFP-OsVSRs Fusion Reporters in 
Tobacco BY-2 and Rice 
Suspension Cultured Cells 
11 
1. Introduction 
On the basis of our previous studies (Jiang and Rogers, 1998; Li et al., 2002; Tse et 
al., 2004), I hypothesized that TMD and CT sequences of VSR proteins are sufficient 
and specific for their correct final destination in plant cells. Therefore, the TMD and 
CT sequences of OsVSRs were employed to generate GFP-OsVSRs fusion reporters 
for studying the subcellular localization of individual OsVSR. 
In this chapter, strategies and procedures of generating GFP-OsVSR fusion 
constructs will be introduced. All these constructs were expressed under the control 
of the constitutive expressed CaMV 35S promoter, and subcloned into binary vector 
PBI121, which was used for transformation of tobacco BY-2 cells via an 
Agrobacterium-mQdmXQd approach. Subsequently, transgenic tobacco BY-2 cell lines 
expressing GFP-OsVSR chimeric constructs were generated, followed by 
characterization of the transgenic cell lines via confocal microscopy and western blot 
analysis. 
On the other hand, to further confirm the subcellular localization of GFP-OsVSR 
fusions in rice cells, the GFP-OsVSRs chimeric constructs were transiently 
co-expressed with known organelle markers in the protoplasts prepared from rice 
suspension cultured cells. Similarly, the confocal microscopy was used for 
characterizing the expression of chimeric constructs. 
Particularly, the objectives of my study in this chapter were divided into four parts 
as follows: 
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1. To construct GFP-OsVSR fusion reporters and organelle marker constructs. 
2. To generate transgenic tobacco BY-2 cell lines expressing the GFP-OsVSR 
fusion reporters. 
3. To transiently co-express GFP-OsVSR reporters with known organelle markers 
in the protoplasts of rice and tobacco BY-2 cells 
4. To characterize the transgenic BY-2 cells and transformed BY-2 and rice 
protoplasts by confocal microscopy and western blot analysis. 
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2. Materials and methods 
2.1 Construction of GFP-OsVSR chimeric reporters 
2.1.1 Cloning of pGFP-OsVSRs 
To study the subcellular localization of individual OsVSR, chimeric reporter 
constructs (Fig. 2.1) were generated to express the signal peptide sequences of barley 
proaleurain followed by GFP and TMD/CT sequences of the five OsVSR proteins. 
Because both genomic and cDNA sequences of OsVSRs were known, two pairs of 
oligonucleotides/primers were designed and used to generate DNA fragments 
covering the spacer-TMD/CT sequences of individual OsVSR. Overlapping 
oligonucleotides 1/2 (Oligol/2) were made to generate the full length sequence of 
spacer-TMD/CT of OsVSRs by self-priming PGR (Table 2.1-2.3). The 
complementary double strand DNA served as temple to amplify TMD/CT sequences 
by PGR with Primer 1/2 (Table 2.4). EcoRI sites were contained in Primer 1，and 
stopping codes and S a d sites were included in Primer2. Subsequently, the DNA 
fragments were subjected for gel purification, followed by restriction digestion with 
EcoRI/SacI sites and ligation into pGFP-BP-80 with the same sites to replace the 
spacer-TMD/CT of BP-80 (Fig. 2.1). These GFP-OsVSR chimeric constructs were 
ready for subcloning into binary vector PBI121 (Table 2.5). The detail information of 
constructing chimeric reporters was shown in Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1 Construction of pGFP-OsVSRs 
35S Pro, CaMV 35S promoter; GFP, green fluorescence protein; SP, signal 
peptide; S, spacer; TMD, transmembrane domain; CT, cytoplasmic tail; NOS, Nos 
terminator. 
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2.1.2 Cloning of pGFP-OsVSRK 
The pGFP-OsVSRs constructs were digested with Hindlll/SacI sites, followed by 
ligation with binary vector PBI121 with the same sites. The binary vector 
pGFP-OsVSRs were successfully generated and were ready for 
Agrobacerium-mQxddiXQd tobacco BY-2 cells transformation. The detail procedure of 
constructing pGFP-OsVSRK was introduced in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2 Construction of pGFP-OsVSRsK 
35S Pro, CaMV 35S promoter; GFP, green fluorescence protein; SP, signal 
peptide; S, spacer; TMD, transmembrane domain; CT, cytoplasmic tail; NOS, Nos 
terminator; RB, right border; LB, left border; Nos Pro, Nos Promoter; NPTII, 
kanamycin resistant gene. 
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2.2 Construction of Golgi Marker and PVC marker 
2.2.1 Structure of pGONSTl-YFP 
pGONSTl-YFP, the Golgi marker (Baldwin et al., 2001), was donated by Dr. Paul 
Dupree (University of Cambridge). The components of pGONSTl-YFP was 
introduced in Figure 2.3 
Hindi" BamHI EcoRI Sad 
^ R B ^ - [ ^ s P f o | NPTI I I NOS 卜 35S Pro G0NST1 YFP NOS [ " [ l b ] — ^ 
pGONSn-YFP 
‘ J 
Figure 2.3 Structure of pGONSTl-YFP 
35S Pro, CaMV 35S promoter; YFP, yellow fluorescence protein; CONST 1, 
GONSTl cDNA; NOS, Nos terminator; RB，right border; LB, left border; Nos 
Pro, Nos Promoter; NPTII, kanamycin resistant gene. 
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2.2.2 Cloning of pGONSTl-mRFP 
Two pairs primer, CONST 1-G1/G2 (Table 2.4), were designed to amplify the full 
length sequence of CONST 1 from pGONSTl-YFP (Fig. 2.3). Both of two specific 
primers contained BamHI sites. The amplified DNA fragments were digested with 
BamHI site, and subcloned into pARA6-mRFP to replace the ARA6 gene (Fig. 2.4). 
I , , , , , , , , , _ _ , f - 俄 ' , ， ‘ • 《 « • 
^ RB|-{r<o* PK>| NPT a \ MPS fro GONSTI j YfP | M0S[-]LB| 
""" —aaal ASAC ni^ gp fuic^ 
pGONS T1-YFP pARA6-mRFP 
V , I , I I I I I II.I I. . . 1 . 1 1 I I I.-Mill ,, „,,,,„„. I .immiiiinnmmm.if.fm.iifiT-. � “ “ 一 " “ “ • 一 - •, _ m.J 
I digested with BamHI | 
Eeffrtf emHt HamtH IKIM'H 
8«tnHl Ill I 
^ 3SS mRrP |KOS 
CONST 1 
I pARA6-mRFP 
I ligation I ^ 
Cco W Bam d 8«mHl 
r 35a —OOMSTI rrftFP | MPS k 
pGONSTI-mRFP 
Figure 2.4 Construction of pGONSTl-mRFP 
35S Pro, CaMV 35S promoter; RPP, red fluorescence protein; YFP, yellow 
fluorescence protein; ARA6, ARA6 cDNA; CONST 1, GONSTl cDNA; NOS, 
Nos terminator; RB, right border; LB, left border; Nos Pro, Nos Promoter; NPTII, 
kanamycin resistant gene, 
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2.2.3 Structure of pGFP-BP-80K 
pGFP-BP-80K, which is the PVC marker，was made in our lab (Tse et al., 2004). The 
structure of pGFP-BP-80K was shown in Figure 2.5. 
HindUl BamHI Scofii Sacf 
Pfo| NPT I I I NOS 卜 35S Pro spj GFP S 二 品 CT (8P-80) NOS 
pGFP-BP'dOK 
Figure 2.5 Structure of pGFP-BP-80K 
35S Pro, CaMV 35S promoter; GFP, green fluorescence protein; SP, signal 
peptide; S, spacer; TMD, transmembrane domain; CT, cytoplasmic tail; NOS, Nos 
terminator; RB, right border; LB, left border; Nos Pro, Nos Promoter; NPTII, 
kanamycin resistant gene. 
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2.2.4 Structure of pmRFP-AtVSRs 
The PVC marker, mRFP-AtVSRs, were generated in our previous studies (Miao et 
al., 2006). The structures of pmRFP-AtVSRs were illustrated in Figure 2.6. 
Hindi" BamHI ECORI Sad 
厂 35S Pro sp j mRFP S CT(AtVSRs) NOS 卜 
pmRFP-AtVSRs � / 
Figure 2.6 Construction of pmRFP-OsVSRs 
35S Pro, CaMV 35S promoter; mRFP, red fluorescence protein; SP, signal peptide; 
S, spacer; TMD, transmembrane domain; CT, cytoplasmic tail; NOS, Nos 
terminator. 
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Table 2.1 Sequences of long oligonucleotides used in this study 
Pimer name Seuqence (5’ to 3，) Purpose 
GGGGAATTCAGTAAGACAGC 
TGTTCAGGGTAAAGCAGCTT Used for constructing 
GGGCTGCAGTTTGGGGAATC GFP-OsVSRl ； underline 
TTGATAGTCTTGGTAGTTGTG sequence represents EcoRI 
S _ IGO G C A G C A G G A A G T T A T G T T G 固 site; The boxed is 
ICTACAAATACAGACTAAGG^ overlapped sequence with 
bATACATGG广 OsVSRl-01igo2. 
GGGGAGCTCCTAATGGTGTTC Used for constructing 
TTCATCATTTGTATGATTTGGC GFP-OsVSRl; underline 
ACCTCCCCTTGACTGTCCAGT sequence represents Sad 
GGCATGTACTGTGCCATGATT site; The boxed is 
s ‘ GCTCTGATCTCAGAGT|CC/^ overlapped sequence with 
[rATGACCTTAGTCTGTATTTGT] OsVSRl-Oligol; The 
|AGA| shadowed sequence 
indicates stopping code. 
GGGGAATTCAGTCACTTGATA ~ ~ ~ ！ 
TATT^Ff¥5?ITGATCAATCTG ^sed for constructing 
CAGGTAAGACAGCTGTTCAG GFP-OsVSR2 ; underline 
0sVSR2.01ig0l G G T A A A G C A G C T T G G G C g ^ sequence represents EcoRI 
lAGTTTGGGGAATCTTGATAGTl s i t e ; 严 boxed is 
— overlapped sequence with 
^ OsVSR2-OIigo( 1 /2). 
ITGATTGCTCTGATCTCAGAGTI Used for constructing 
B E A T G T A T G I A C C T T A G T C T G T G F P - 0 S V S R 2 ; The boxed 
v<;r? o r ATTTGTAGACAACATAACTTC sequences are overlapped 
� _ 丨go( CTGCTGCCACAACTKCCAA^ sequence with 
) I A C T A T C A A G A T T C C C ^ A A C I I 0sVSR2-01ig0l and 
IgCAI 0sVSR2-01ig02 
respectively. 
GGGGAGCTCCTAATGGTGTTC ^ ^ fo^^^ructing ^ 
T T C ^ f ^ ^ i ^ G T A T G A T T T G G C GFP-0sVSR2; underlme 
ACCTCCCCTTGACTGTCCAGT sequence represents Sad 
OsVSR2-OIigo2 G G C A T G T A C T G T G C C A ^ G ^ s i t e， e boxed is 
B C T C T G A T C T C A G A G ? 5 5 ^ = = 3 ” = 
^ ^ 0sVSR2-01ig0(l/2); The 
‘ shadowed sequence 
indicates stopping code. 
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Table 2.1 Sequences of long oligonucleotides used in this study 
Pinter name Seuqence (5'to Purpose 
GGGGAATTCAGCAAAGTTGC 
TTCTTCGTCAGTGGGCTGGG Used for constructing 
GCTTCCTTTGGGTTATTTTCTT GFP-0sVSR3; underline 
TGGCCTCGCTTTGGCTGGAAT sequence represents EcoRI 
0sVSR3-01ig0l tgGAGCATATGCCGTATIXcAAI site; The boxed is 
I A T A T C G G C T A C G G A G T T A C A T I overlapped sequence with 
bcATTl 0sVSR3-01ig02. 
GGGGAGCTCTCAGATATCAG Used for constructing 
CATGCTCCACAGGACGATGTT GFP-OsVSR3; underline 
GATTCGGTGTTTCTTGATTCT sequence represents Sad 
CCAGGGGCATGTACTGAGCC site; The boxed is 
“ i g ATGATCGCACGAATCTCT|GA/j overlapped sequence with 
I T C C A T G T A A C T C C G T A G C C G A I 0sVSR3-01ig0l;The 
|TATTTGT| shadowed sequence 
indicates stopping code. 
GGGGAATTCGCCAACAGCAT 
GTCAAGGTTCGGCTGGTTCAT Used for constructing 
CACTATATTGGTGGCGTCGTG GFP-0sVSR4; underline 
CGTAGCCGGCGTGGGGATTG sequence represents EcoRI 
G C C G G C T A T G T G T T C T A C ^ A G T ] site; The boxed is 
I A C A G A C T C A G G T C G T A C A T G I overlapped sequence with 
IGACTCGI 0sVSR4-01ig02. 
G G G G A G C T C T T A A G C C T C T G U s e d for constructing 
AATCATGCTGTCGAAGGGGT GFP-0sVSR4; underline 
TGGTTCTCGTTGTTCTGGCTG sequence represents Sad 
TCAAGCGGCATGTACTGGGA site; The boxed is 
g CATGATGGCCATGATC饰GA| overlapped sequence with 
^3TCCATGTACGACCTGAGTCT] 0sVSR4-01ig0l; The 
|GTACTT| shadowed sequence 
indicates stopping code. 
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Table 2.1 Sequences of long oligonucleotides used in this study 
Pinter name Seuqence (5，to 3，） Purpose 
GGGGAATTCGCGAAGAACAT 
GTCGGCGTTTGGGTGGCTGG Used for constructing 
TGACGACGCTGGTGCTGTCC GFP-OsVSR5; underline 
TGCCTCGCCGGCGCCGGCGT sequence represents EcoRI 
g C G C C G G A T A C G T G T T C T A C A B site; The boxed is 
^TACAGGCTCAGGAGGTAC^ overlapped sequence with 
[ t G G A T T C A g I 0 s V S R 5 - 0 1 i g 0 ( l / 2 ) . 
I A T G T T C A A C C T C T G C A A C T G I T T ^ 
B G C C T C C T C ^ T C A G C G G C A ' ' ' V ' . ' P R T T " . ' H 
GCCTCTCGCCGTTCTGGCCCT GFP-0sVSR5; The boxed 
0sVSR5.01ig0(l CGAGAGGCATGTACTGCGAC sequences are overlapped 
/ 2 ) A T G A T C G C C A T C A C C T ^ T G A ^ I . 
[rCCATGTACCTCCTGAGc575| = = 丨 芭 。 
^ ^ ^ — 0sVSR5-01ig02 
respectively. 
GGGGAGCTCTCAAGTATGAT 。^：^ 
G T C T C X X O T C G C C A T G T A C A G F P - 0 S V S R 5 ; underline 
TCGCGGCATTCGTCGCTGTCA sequence represents Sad 
^ ^ TGTGTCTTGGCGTCTCAAAA site，The boxed is 
OsVSR5-Ohgo2 cGAATGGACATTGCCAAA^ r w c ^ ^ r l ' ' " ^ ' ? ? ' ' 
k^TTCAACCTCTGCAACTG^I OsX^R5:01igo(l/2); The 
C C T C C T C T I shadowed sequence 
indicates stopping code. 
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Table 2.4 Sequences of specific primers used in this study 
Pinter name Seuqence (5，to 3，) Purpose 
OsVSRl- GGGGAATTCAGTAA Used for constructing GFP-OsVSR 1: The 
Primer 1 GACAGCTGTTCA underline sequence represents EcoRI site. 
Used for constructing GFP-OsVSR 1; The 
OsVSRl- GGGGAGCTCCTAAT underline sequence represents Sad site; 
Primer2 GGTGTTCTTC The shadowed sequence indicates 
stopping code. 
OsVSR2- c r r ^ ^ ^ A T ^ " ^ Used for constructing GFP-0sVSR2; The 
Primerl underline sequence represents EcoRI site. 
GTT 
Used for constructing GFP-0sVSR2; The 
OsVSR2- GGGGAGCTCCTAAT underline sequence represents Sad site; 
Primer2 GGTGTTCTTC The shadowed sequence indicates 
stopping code. 
OsVSR3- GGGGAATTCAGCA~Used for constructing GFP-0sVSR3; The 
Primerl AAGTTGCTTCTTCG underline sequence represents EcoRI site. 
Used for constructing GFP-0sVSR3; The 
OsVSR3- GGGGAGCTCTCAG underline sequence represents Sad site; 
Primer2 ATATCAGCATGCTC The shadowed sequence indicates 
stopping code. 
OsVSR4- G G G G A A T T C G C C A U s e d for constructing GFP-0sVSR4; The 
Primerl ACAGCATGTCA underline sequence represents EcoRI site. 
Used for constructing GFP-OsVSR4; The 
OsVSR4- GGGGAGCTCTTAAG underline sequence represents Sad site; 
Primer 2 CCTCTGAATCATGC The shadowed sequence indicates 
stopping code. 
OsVSRS- GGGGAATTCGCGA~Used for constructing GFP-0sVSR5; The 
Primerl AGAACATGTC underline sequence represents EcoRI site. 
r ^ r r r A r ^ r T r T P A A U s e d for constructing GFP-0sVSR5; The „ - - OCjCJCJAGC 1C1CAA , ^ ^ , . 
OsVSR5- 广 了 A T 广 . . underline sequence represents Sad site; 
r» . o Cj 1 Al OAl 01C1UAA , , , . .. ^ 
Pnmer2 。丁 The shadowed sequence indicates 
stopping code. 
GGGGGATCCATGAA �厂— c t i n g GONSTl-mRFP; 
GONSTl-G1 A T T g I ^ ^ A C A C G ， u n d e r l i n e sequence represents 
A BamHI site; The shadowed sequence 
indicates starting code. 
GGGGGATC^ Used for constructing GONSTl-mRFP; 
GONSTl- G2 GGACTTCTCCCTCA The underline sequence represents 
TTTTGGCTCTG BamHI site. 
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Table 2.5 Components of chimeric constructs 
Constructs Components 
HindIII-3 5 S promoter-BamHI-ATG-signal 
pGFP-OsVSRl peptide-GFP-EcoRI-Spacer (OsVSR 1)-TMD (OsVSRl)-CT 
(OsVSRl)-TGA-SacI 
HindIII-35S promoter-BamHI-ATG-signal 
pGFP-OsVSR 1 peptide-GFP-EcoRI-Spacer (OsVSR2)-TMD (OsVSR2)-CT 
(OsVSR2)-TGA-SacI 
HindIII-35S promoter-BamHI-ATG-signal 
pGFP-OsVSR 1 peptide-GFP-EcoRI-Spacer (OsVSR3)-TMD (OsVSR3)-CT 
(OsVSR3)-TGA-SacI 
HindIII-35S promoter-BamHI-ATG-signal 
pGFP-0sVSR4 peptide-GFP-EcoRI-Spacer (OsVSR4)-TMD (OsVSR4)-CT 
(OsVSR4)-TGA-SacI 
HindIII-35S promoter-BamHI-ATG-signal — 
pGFP-0sVSR5 peptide-GFP-EcoRI-Spacer (OsVSR5)-TMD (OsVSR5)-CT 
(OsVSR5)-TGA-SacI 
Rightboard-NPTII-HindIII-35S promoter-BamHI-ATG- signal 





CONSTl RFP ECORI-35S 
p � - m K t t ^ promoter-BamHI-ATG-GONSTl-BamHI-mRFP-TGA-Hindlll 
HindIII-35S promoter-BamHI-ATG-signal 
pmRFP-AtVSRs peptide-mRFP-EcoRI-Spacer (AtVSRs)-TMD (AtVSRs)-CT 
(AtVSRs)-TGA-SacI 
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2.3 Agrobacterium electroporation 
Escherichia coli strain DH5a (Invitrogen, Carlsland, CA) was used as a host for 
plasmid manipulation and maintenance. Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain LBA 4404 
containing the helper Ti plasmid pAL4404 was used in tobacco BY-2 cell 
transformation. Plasmids pGFP-OsVSR( 1 -5)Ks were transformed into A. 
tumefaciens by electroporation. 
An aliquot of 40 |iL of A. tumefaciens LBA 4404 competent cells was thawed on 
ice, mixed with lOng of plasmid DNA and kept on ice for 1 min. The cell-DNA 
mixture was then transferred into the bottom of a pre-chilled 0.2 cm electroporation 
cuvette (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) and subjected to a pulse of 25 |iF, 2.5kV and 600 
ohms in the Gene Pulser (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). After discharge, the cells were 
rescued by immediate addition of 1 mL of SOC medium (2% bacto-trypton, 0.5% 
bacto-yeast extract, 10 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCb, 10 mM MgS04 and 
200 mM glucose). The cell suspension was then transferred to a 10 mL 
polypropylene tube and shaken at 28�C for 2hr. The recovered culture was spread on 
LB agar plates supplemented with 50 mg/L Kanamycin and 100 mg/L streptomycin 
and allowed to grow at 28°C for 2 to 3 days. 
2.4 Transformation of tobacco BY-2 cells 
Transformation of tobacco BY-2 cells using A. tumefaciens was carried out 
essentially according to well established protocol described previously(MuIler et al., 
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1987). 
For pGFP-OsVSR( 1 -5)Ks, single colony of transformed A. tumefaciens LBA4404 
was cultured in 5mL of LB medium (lOg/L bacto-trypton, 5g/L bacto-yeast extract 
and lOg/L NaCI) supplemented with 50mg/L kanamycin for 16 hr at 2 8 � C with 
shaking at 250 rpm. 200 i^ L of the 16 hr Agwbacterium culture was then 
co-cultivated with 4 mL of 3-day-old wild type (WT) BY-2 cells (usually contain 1 
mL compact cells) and 4 mL fresh medium in Petri-dish for 2 d at 2 8 � C without 
shaking. Wild type BY-2 cells were pre-supplied with 2 |iM acetosyringone to 
increase the transformation efficiency. After three day's incubation, the 
Agrobacteria-BY-2 cell mixtures were washed twice with 30 mL of MS medium (4.3 
g/L MS salts, 100 mg/L myo-Inositol, 1 mg/L thiamine, 0.2 mg/L 2,4-D, 255 mg/L 
KH2PO4, 30g/L Sucrose, pH 6.8) to remove the Agrobacteriwn. Finally, the washed 
BY-2 cells were plated onto 1% MS agar plates supplemented with 250 mg/L 
cefotaxime and 50 mg/L kanamycin and kept in dark. Individual tiny calluses 
appeared after two to three weeks and were selectively transferred to new MS plates 
supplemented with 50 mg/L cefotaxime and 50 mg/L kanamycin and were 
subcultured independently. 
2.5 Transient expression of GFP-OsVSRs in protoplasts of tobacco 
BY-2 cells and rice suspension cultured cells 
2.5.1 Transient expression of GFP-OsVSRs in protoplasts of tobacco BY-2 cells 
Tobacco BY-2 cells at the log phase (3 d after subculture) were used for protoplasts 
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isolation. Packed BY-2 cells (15mL) were incubated with 20mL lysis buffer (1% 
cellulose, 0.05% pectinase, 0.5% driselase, and 0.4M mannitol) in the dark at 30°C 
for 2 hr. The isolated protoplasts were suspended on top of buffer by centrifuging at 
800 rpm for 10 min, and followed by washing with TEX buffer twice via the same 
methods. The isolated protoplasts were resuspended in an electroporation buffer and 
adjusted to the concentration of 5 x 10^ protoplasts/mL. 500 jiL resuspended 
protoplasts were pipetted into a plastic cuvette (BIO-RAD Gene Pulser, Hercules, 
CA) and mixed with 40 |ig plasmid DNA indicated above. After 5 min's incubation, 
the mixture was then electroporated by stainless steel electrodes (BIO-RAD Gene 
Pulser, Hercules, CA) at a distance of 4mm, using complete exponential discharge of 
a 900|LIF capacitor charged at 130V. The electroporated protoplasts were then 
transferred with 1 mL TEX buffer into 5 cm Petri dishes for incubation at room 
temperature for 12 hr. The incubated cells were used for further confocal 
immunofluorescence studies. 
2.5.2 Transient expression of GFP-OsVSRs in protoplasts of rice suspension 
cultured cells 
Rice suspension cultured cells at the log phase (3 d after subculture) were used for 
protoplasts isolation. Packed rice cells (5mL) were incubated with 20mL lysis buffer 
(4% cellulose, 0.2% pectinase, 0.8% driselase, and 0.4M mannitol, pH 5.6) in dark at 
30�C for 3-5 hr without shaking. After incubation, the mixture was transferred into a 
falcon by passing through a 20^im nylon mesh. The mixture was diluted by 4x 
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volume of W5 solution (154mM NaCl, 125mM CaCb, 5mM KCl, 2mM MES pH5.8 
with KOH) and centrifuged at 800 rpm for 10 min. The packed protoplasts were 
washed by suspension medium (20mM CaCb, 5mM MES, 0.4M mannitol, pH 5.8 
with KOH) twice by centrifuging at 800 rpm for 5 min and followed by 
resuspending the protoplasts in suspension medium to a concentration of 1.5-2.5 x 
10^ protoplasts/mL. 10 |xg plasmid DNA were added into lOOjiL protoplasts, and the 
same volume (~100|iL) PEG 4000 solution (40% PEG 4000, lOOmM Ca(N03)2， 
0.4M mannitol, pH 7.0 with KOH) was added to the mixture. After incubation at 
room temperature for 20min without shaking, ImL R2S medium with 0.4M mannitol 
was used to dilute PEG. The whole mixture was then transferred into 5mL Petri dish 
to be incubated at 30�C for 12 hr. The incubated cells were used for further confocal 
immunofluorescence studies. 
2.6 Screening of transgenic BY-2 cells expressing GFP-OsVSR 
reporters 
2.6.1 Kanamycin Screening 
Newly transformed BY-2 cells were plated on 1% MS agar plates supplemented with 
50 mg/L kanamycin and 250 mg/L cefotaxime and kept in dark until tiny callus 
appeared. Individual tiny callus were then transferred into new MS agar plates 
supplemented with 50 mg/L kanamycin and 50 mg/L cefotaxime. Finally, transgenic 
cell lines were continuously subcultured once a month in 1% MS agar plate 
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supplemented with 50 mg/L kanamycin. 
2.6.2 Confocal fluorescence screening of GFP fusion reporters 
For each of the established transgenic cell lines, half amount of the cultured callus 
was re-suspended in 200 |iL of d d H � � a n d then subjected to fluorescent and confocal 
screening. For fluorescent screening, an FITC filter installed in an inverted Eclipse 
TE300 microscope (Nikon, Tokyo) was used for observing GFP signals and patterns. 
For confocal screening, GFP-scanning method was used and all confocal 
fluorescence images were collected using a Bio-Rad Radiance 2100 system 
(Maylands Avenue, Hemel Hempstead) controlled by LaserShape2000 software 
(Bio-Rad, Maylands Avenue, Hemel Hempstead) with the following parameters: 
60X objective oil lens (Nikon, Tokyo), IX zoom, optimal iris and 512 X 512 box 
size pixel. The filter sets were used as follows: excitation wavelength 488 nm, 
emission filter HQS 15/30. Obtained images were processed using Adobe Photoshop 
software (San Jose, CA) as previously described (Jiang and Rogers, 1998). 
Untransformed wild type BY-2 cells were also included as controls. 
2.6.3 Protein extraction 
After subculturing for two to three days, wild type and transgenic suspension cells 
were collected and frozen by liquid nitrogen. Total protein was extracted by grinding 
about 0.5 mL compact cells in 100 |jL of 5X protein extraction buffer (250 mM 
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Tris-HCl, pH 7.4，750 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM PSMF, 25 ^ig/mL Leupeptin) 
with a mortar and pestle. Homogenate was then centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 15 
minutes. The supernatant, the cell soluble fraction (CS fraction), was transferred to a 
new centrifuge tube. On the other hand, 200 pL of IX protein extraction buffer was 
added to resuspend the pellet, the cell membrane fraction (CM fraction). Upon 
addition of SDS (using 10% stock) to a final concentration of 1%, both fraction 
samples were boiled at 100°C for 5 minutes. After cooling down to room 
temperature, the CS fraction was stored at -20°C directly and the CM fraction was 
centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 15 min after then the supernatant was collected and 
stored at -20°C. 
2.6.4 Sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) 
and western blot analysis 
Protein samples were mixed with 5X sample loading buffer (0.0625 M Tris-HCl, pH 
6.8，5% SDS, 1% p-mercaptoethanol, 10% glycerol and 0.01% bromophenol blue), 
heated at 99°C for 5 minutes and then resolved by 10% or 12% SDS-PAGE gel in 
electrode buffer (0.025 M Tris, 0.19 M glycine and 0.1% SDS, pH 8.3) at 55V for 30 
min and then lOOV for 2 hour. The resolved proteins were then transferred to 
nitrocellulose membranes (0.45 陣）by modified Dunn carbonate transfer buffer (10 
mM NaHCOa and 3 mM NaiHCOs) at 55V for 60 minutes using Mini Trans-Blot 
cell (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). After transferring, the membrane was immersed in 
blocking solution (1.5% milk powder, 1% PBS) for 45 minutes and then incubated 
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with 4 |Lig/mL primary antibody in PBS at 4°C overnight, followed by anti-rabbit 
secondary antibody at 1:8000 dilutions for 45 minutes at room temperature. Finally, 
the membrane was subjected to non-radioactive detection with enhanced 
chemiluminescence kit (ECL, Amersham Pharmacia Biotech Inc., Piscataway, NJ) 
according to the manufacturer's recommendations. 
2.7 Chemicals 
Most chemicals used were of reagent grade or molecular grade and were purchased 
from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO) or otherwise noted. Restriction enzymes 
and other modifying enzymes for molecular biology experiments were obtained from 




3.1 Study subcellular localization of OsVSR proteins with chimeric 
GFP-OsVSR reporters 
The rice genome contains five VSR homologs termed OsVSRl-5, which are closely 
related to each other at a phylogenetic analysis in which OsVSRl and OsVSR2 are 
most closely related to the pea BP-80 while OsVSR4 and OsVSRS are grouped into 
another cluster (Fig. 2.1 A). The amino acid sequences of OsVSRs and BP-80 are 
highly conserved within their TMD/CT regions in which all OsVSRs share a highly 
conserved tyrosine motif YMPL (Fig. 2.7B), which was shown to interact with the 
mammalian |LI-subunit ofAP-1 and the Arabidopsis |i-adaptin (Paris et al., 1997; 
Sanderfoot et al., 1998; Happel et al” 2004)，as well as be essential for PVC 
targeting in plant cells (daSilva et al., 2006). 
Because the TMD and CT sequences of Arabidopsis VSRs and BP-80 are 
sufficient and specific for their targeting to reach PVCs in plant cells (Jiang and 
Rogers, 1998; Tse et ah, 2004; Miao et al., 2006), I here also hypothesize that the 
TMD/CT regions of OsVSRs determine their subcellular localization in plant cells. I 
therefore use a similar reporter approach to study the subcellular localization of the 
five OsVSRs by making five chimeric constructs containing the signal peptide-GFP 
and TMD/CT sequences of individual OsVSRs (termed GFP-OsVSRl-5 in this study) 
under the control of the constitutive expressed CaMV 35S promoter (Fig. 2.7C). 
Because both genomic and cDNA sequence of OsVSRs were known, I used 
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overlapping oligonucleotides to amplify individual OsVSRl-5 TMD/CT sequences 











BP-80 1 ^tEIsQH|i^STifflR]F|IVVt|l(flTalnJI flCCCFLVVKViR I R|gjynD;«E 46 
OsVSR 1 I b.KlT flVQOK flSlft flV lo IL I V li V V V fl ft V V K V 0 S E I R ft 46 
OsVSR2 I BHL I VV LFOQ'SfllG»{lT flVQ oklfl ftifl fliv lUI V L： V VV fi ft !5|sjy W V K V Rtft S V « 0 S E I Rfl 58 
OsVSR3 I SKlvlflSSSVOiolFLlUV I IT L B 0 I iOf, fl »R V V K V ftifep^ V HOSE I-JH^  45 
OsVSR4 1 VdGVG I vjt.分 Fijt'l^  塞VMD.Se 44 
OsVSR5 1 flKNhSfl FloijL V|T T|L VMS ClLfliGft G V fl G VVIFIV K VfrfcRI^ HP 8 B vltllfll 44 
SHL I VVIFDQSASK . . .M . . W . . L . L A . . . .G .VVVVKVRLRSVHDSE I RA 
spacer Transmembrane domain Cytoplasmic Tail 
BP-80 47 11 tfflQVrtPLDSQIE - -CGP'HH|VNHQR 0 69 
OsVSR I 47 I HAQVHPLOSQG--evj[r:HHTNDEi{HH 70 
OsVSR2 59 I MflQVMPL0«,QC--BvifriiHTNOE EHH 82 
OsVSR3 46 I nfiQVMP.LERq…ElrlP.HTOHRP V eIhft D I 70 
OsVSR4 45 instav«PLdi^QNNEl^LmQHDs|fl 69 
I nflQVnPLDSQ E E . P N . E ILf lHSIRFETPRHHTATMftBHVHflKFRHHT 
**** Cytoplasmic Tail 
C ATC EcoRI\ TGA^^acI 
35S Pro XSP L GFP Js TMD jWI'M NOs" 
^ • 
D Primer2 
5 ' Oligol 3' ^ ^ 
如 • • • — • 一 • 一 I I I I I I 
• 3 ' 01igo2 5 ' 
Primer 1 
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Figure 2.7 The five Oryza sativa vacuolar sorting receptor (OsVSR) proteins 
and GFP-OsVSR fusions used in this study 
(A) Phylogenetic tree of the five rice VSR proteins (OsVSR 1-5) and the pea 
BP-80. 
(B) Alignment of amino acid sequences composing of the spacer, 
transmembrane domain (TMD) and cytoplasmic tail (CT) regions of the 
five OsVSRs. The grey box indicated conserved amino acid residues 
among OsVSRs. 
(C) Chimeric GFP-OsVSR fusions used in this study. Each construct 
contains a signal peptide (SP) derived from the barley cysteine protease 
proaleurain, linking to the GFP and spacer-TMD-CT sequences of 
individual OsVSR. Such SP-GFP-spacer-TMD/CT fusion is expressed 
under the control of the cauliflower mosaic virus 35 S promoter and the 
3，NOS terminator. 
(D) Complementary oligonucleotide extension methods used to generate 
individual OsVSR spacer-TMD-CT sequences. Partially overlapped 
oligonucleotides (Oligol & 01igo2) which cover the full-length 
sequences of spacer-TMD-CT of individual OsVSR were used in 
self-priming PGR reaction to generate the double-strand target DNA 
sequences. Self-priming PGR products were then used as templates in 
the second round PGR to amplify the whole sequences of 
spacer-TMD-CT with Primer 1 (with EcoRI site) and Primer 2 (with 
Sad site). 
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3.2 Generation of transgenic tobacco BY-2 cell lines expressing 
GFP-OsVSR reporter constructs 
The five GFP-OsVSR reporter constructs were transferred into tobacco BY-2 cells 
via Agrobacterium-mQ6\diX.Qd transformation as previously described (Miao et al., 
2006). More than 80 individual transgenic BY-2 cell lines for each construct were 
generated and screened for GFP signals in living cells. Among the five transgenic 
BY-2 cell lines generated, only three of them expressing GFP-OsVSR 1, 
GFP-OsVSR2 and GFP-0sVSR4 reporters showed detectable fluorescent signals in 
living cells and GFP fusion proteins in western blot analysis with GFP antibodies. 
Therefore, I first carried out analysis on these three transgenic BY-2 cell lines. As 
shown in Figure 2.8，western blot analysis using GFP antibodies demonstrated that a 
band corresponding to the molecular weight of GFP-OsVSR fusion was detected 
mainly in the cell membrane (CM) fraction of transgenic BY-2 cells expressing all 
these three GFP-OsVSR fusions (lanes 3-8) but such band was missed in wild type 
BY-2 cells lanes 1-2) (Fig. 2.8A). In addition, all three reporters showed typical 
punctate fluorescent signals in living transgenic BY-2 cell lines (Fig. 2.8B), 
indicating either PVC or Golgi localization of the reporter proteins (Tse et al,, 2004). 
Confocal immunofluorescent studies indicated that most of these fluorescent signals 
were colocalized with GFP antibodies in fixed transgenic cells (data not shown), 
suggesting that the punctate fluorescent signals were derived from the GFP fusions. 
Taken together, all these results indicated that all three GFP-OsVSRs reporters were 
correctly expressed in these three transgenic tobacco BY-2 cell lines. 
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Figure 2.8 Analysis of three transgenic tobacco BY-2 cell lines expressing 
GFP-OsVSRl, GFP-OsVSR2 and GFP-OsVSR4 
(A) Western blot analysis. Cell soluble (CS) and cell membrane (CM) 
proteins were extracted from wild type (WT) and the three GFP-OsVSR 
transgenic BY-2 cell lines, followed by protein separation via 
SDS-PAGE and western blot detection using GFP antibodies. Asterisk 
indicates the full-length GFP-OsVSR fusion proteins. M, molecular 
mass in kilodaltons. 
(B) GFP signals detected in living transgenic tobacco BY-2 cell lines 
expressing the three GFP-OsVSR reporters. DIC, differential 
interference contrast. Scale Bar = 20 |im. 
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3.3 Transient expression of GFP-OsVSR reporters in tobacco BY-2 
and rice cell protoplasts 
Since transgenic cells expressing GFP-0sVSR3 and GFP-OsVSR5 showed little 
detectable fluorescent signals, I thus transiently expressed these two chimeric 
constructs in protoplasts prepared by tobacco BY-2 cells. The transformed BY-2 
protoplasts showed the punctate signals from GFP-OsVSR fusions (Fig. 2.9A). In 
addition, the TMD and CT sequences used to generate the five GFP-OsVSR fusions 
were derived from the rice VSR proteins. Therefore, it is possible that the distinct 
PVC and Golgi localizations of GFP-OsVSR fusions in transgenic tobacco BY-2 
cells might not reflect the real subcellular localizations of these fusions in rice cells. 
To address this concern, all the GFP-OsVSR fusion constructs were subsequently 
transiently expressed in the protoplasts isolated from rice cells, in which the 
GFP-OsVSR reporters all showed punctate signals (Fig. 2.9B). 
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Figure 2.9 Confocal analysis of GFP signals from protoplasts transiently 
expressing GFP-OsVSR fusion reporters 
(A) GFP-0sVSR3 and GFP-0sVSR5 fusions were transiently expressed in 
tobacco BY-2 cell protoplasts as indicated, followed by image 
collections for their fluorescent signals in living cells. DIG, differential 
interference contrast. Scale Bar = 20 |j,m. 
(B) All five GFP-OsVSR fusions were transiently expressed in rice 
protoplasts as indicated, followed by image collections for their 
fluorescent signals in living cells. DIG, differential interference contrast. 
Scale Bar = 20 |im. 
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4. Conclusion 
As described above, I have successfully generated five GFP-OsVSR fusion reporters 
expressed in tobacco BY-2 cells and rice cells. The transformed tobacco BY-2 and 
rice cells were subsequently subjected for confocal immunofluorescence analysis 




Subcellular Localization of 
GFP-OsVSR Fusion Reporters in 
Tobacco BY-2 and Rice 
Suspension Cultured Cells 
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1. Introduction 
In this chapter, I carried out detailed analysis on transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells or 
rice cells stably or transiently expressing OsVSR fusions for their subcellular 
localization using confocal immunofluorescent analysis with VSR antibodies and 
drug treatments using Wortmannin or BFA. I demonstrated that the five OsVSR 
fusions were localized to either PVCs or Golgi organelles in BY-2 and rice cells. 
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2. Materials and methods 
2.1 Confocal immunofluorescence studies 
Fixation and preparation of tobacco BY-2 cells, and their labeling and analysis by 
epifluorescence and confocal immunofluorescence were similar as described 
previously (Jiang and Rogers, 1998; Jiang et al., 2000; Li et al., 2002). Two to three 
day suspension cultured cells were first fixed in fixation solution (50 mM 
Na-phosphate buffer, pH 7.0，5 mM EGTA, 0.02 % Azide, 4.5% paraformaldehyde) 
for 1-2 hr at room temperature or at 4°C overnight. After washing with 
Na-phosphate-EGTA buffer for an hour, cell walls of the fixed cells were partially 
digested by 1% cellulysin cellulase in Na-phosphate buffer for 20 minutes. Then, cell 
membranes of suspension cells were permeabilized by a 2 minute treatment in 0.1% 
Triton X-100. Prior to incubation with primary antibodies, fixed cells were incubated 
with blocking buffer 1 (IX PBS, 1% BSA) for 30 minutes. After washing with 
blocking buffer 1 twice, fixed cells were incubated with 4 p-g/mL anti-VSRat-1 in 
blocking buffer 2 (IX PBS, 0.25 % BSA, 0.25 % Gelatin, 0.05 % NP-40, 0.02 % 
Azide) at 4°C overnight. These stained cells were further washed with blocking 
buffer 2, followed by incubation with rhodamine-conjugated secondary antibodies at 
a final dilution of 1:100 for one hour at room temperature in dark. Finally, the 
labeled cells were washed twice with blocking buffer 2 and mounted on slides and 
used for image collection with the confocal microscope. Because primary antibodies 
were detected with rhodamine-conjugated secondary antibodies while the GFP 
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reporters were detected using the FITC setting, GFP/rhodamine scanning method 
(simultaneous or sequential scanning) was thus used to collect dual images. Care was 
taken to insure that the laser power and other settings (iris and gain) were set to a 
condition where no crossover signals between rhodamine and FITC emissions were 
detected. The filter sets were used as follows: for GFP: excitation wavelength 488 
nm, emission filter HQS 15/30; for rhodamine: excitation wavelength 543 nm, 
emission filter HQ600/50. The GFP images were pseudocolored in green and the 
rhodamine images were pseudocolored in red. The extent of colocalization of two 
signals in confocal immunofluorescence images from BY-2 cells was quantitated as 
described previously (Jiang and Rogers, 1998; Jiang et al., 2000). 
2.2 Antibodies 
Characterization of the antibodies used in this study has been described in previous 
studies: Anti-VSRat-1 (Tse et al., 2004), Anti-Man 1 (Li et al., 2002) and Anti-GFP 
(Miao et a l , 2006). 
2.3 Wortmannin and BFA drug treatment 
Wortmannin and Brefeldin A (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) were dissolved in 
DMSO to make stock solutions, Wortmannin at 2.5mg/mL and BFA at Img/mL. 
Before feeding the BY-2 cells, both drugs were diluted by MS liquid medium to 
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appropriate working concentrations. These working solutions were then mixed with 
BY-2 cells with a ratio of 1:1 to make sure the minimal variation. The treated cells 
were harvested according to needed time and subjected for confocal 
immunofluorescence studies as described (Tse et al., 2004). At least twice repeats 
were preformed to the similar results. 
2.4 Electron microscopy of resin-embedded cells 
The general procedures for preparing high-pressure freezing/freeze substitution BY-2 
cells samples and thin sectioning of these samples were performed essentially as 
described previously (Ritzenthaler et al., 2002; Tse et al., 2004). Immunolabeling of 
thin section samples was performed with VSR antibodies at 1:100 dilution (40|ig/mL) 
and gold-coupled secondary antibodies at 1:50 dilution, and followed by aqueous 
uranyl acetate/lead citrate poststaining. The poststained sections were examined 
using a JOEL JEM-1200EX II transmission electron microscope (JOEL, Tokyo, 
Japan) at 80kV or a Hitachi H-7650 transmission electron microscope (Hitachi 
High-Technologies, Tokyo, Japan) 
2.5 Two-dimensional (2-D) gel analysis 
Protein samples were prepared according to recommendation by the manufacturer 
(Amersham Biosciences). The proteins from rice suspension cultured cells, 
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Arabidopsis cells and tobacco BY-2 cells were extracted according to protocols 
described in section 2.6.3 of Chapter 2, followed by addition of rehydration buffer (8 
M urea, 4% CHAPS, 60 mM dithiothreitol, 2% Pharmalyte 3-10, 0.002% 
bromphenol blue) to solubilize the protein samples and then direct sample loading 
onto the Immobiline DryStrip (pH 3-10，7 cm, nonlinear; Amersham Biosciences) 
and rehydration overnight. One-dimensional isoelectric focusing (lEF) was 
performed with the Amersham Biosciences IPGphor II lEF system. Upon completion 
of lEF electrophoresis, the gel strip was equilibrated with 1% DTT and then 2.5% 
lAA according to the manufacturer's instructions (Amersham Biosciences). Proteins 
in the gel strip were further separated via SDS-PAGE using a Bio-Rad Protean III 
mini electrophoresis unit, followed by protein transfer to nitrocellulose membrane 
(0.45 ^m) and immunoblot analysis with various antibodies as previously described 
in section 2.6.4 of Chapter 2. 
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3 Results 
3.1 Distinct subcellular localizations of GFP-OsVSRl, GFP-OsVSR2 
and GFP-OsVSR4 reporters in transgenic BY-2 cell lines 
Several criteria have been used with success to define and distinguish PVCs from 
Golgi organelles in plant cells. First, since VSRs are concentrated on PVCs and the 
expressed BP-80 reporter was colocalized with endogenous VSRs but separated from 
Golgi markers, colocalization with VSR antibodies is thus an indication of PVC 
localization (Jiang and Rogers, 1998; Li et al., 2002; Tse et al., 2004). Second, drug 
treatments with BFA and Wortmannin in transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells expressing 
fluorescent PVC and Golgi markers can distinguish PVC from Golgi organelles, in 
which Wortmannin at 16.5-33|iM induced the punctate PVCs but not Golgi to form 
small vacuoles whereas Golgi organelles rather than PVCs formed BFA-induced 
aggregates in response to BFA treatment at 5-10 |ig/mL (Tse et al” 2004). 
I therefore used similar criteria to find out the subcellular localization of 
GFP-OsVSR fusions in transgenic BY-2 cells. As controls, I also used transgenic 
BY-2 cell lines expressing the PVC marker GFP-BP-80 and the Golgi marker 
GONSTl-YFP (Tse et al., 2004). As shown in Figure 3.1，in consistent with our 
previous results (Tse et al., 2004; Miao et al., 2006), the punctate GFP signals of 
PVC marker GFP-BP-80 in transgenic BY-2 cells largely colocalized with VSR 
antibodies and formed small vacuoles in response to Wortmannin treatment but 
remained unchanged in the presence of BFA (Fig. 3.1, panel 1)，indicating its PVC 
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localization. Similarly, both GFP-OsVSRl and GFP-0sVSR2 fusions were localized 
to PVCs in transgenic BY-2 cells, because both fusions largely colocalized with VSR 
antibodies and formed small vacuoles in response to Wortmannin treatment but 

























Figure 3.1 PVC localization of GFP-OsVSRl and GFP-OsVSR2 in transgenic 
tobacco BY-2 cells 
Transgenic BY-2 cells expressing the PVC marker GFP-BP-80 (panel 1) or 
GFP-OsVSRl (panel 2) or GFP-0sVSR2 (panel 3) were fixed and labeled with 
VSR antibodies to compare the localization between GFP (green) and VSRs (fed, 
GFP/VSR). Cells were also treated with Wortmannin (Wort) at 16.5 |iM for 2 hr or 
treated with Brefeldin A (BFA) at 10 ^ig/mL for 2 hr before image collection for 
respective GFP-marked organelles in living cells. Colocalization of two signals 
was indicated by yellow color. The corresponding DIC (differential interference 
contrast) images of the studied cells were included. Scale Bar = 20 jim. 
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In contrast to the PVC marker GFP-BP-80, the punctate YFP signals of Golgi 
marker GONSTl-YFP in transgenic BY-2 cells were largely separated from 
endogenous VSR proteins and showed little respond to Wortmannin treatment but 
formed aggregates upon BFA treatment (Fig. 3.2A，panel 1). Similar results were 
observed in transgenic BY-2 cells expressing GFP-0sVSR4 (Fig. 3.2A, panel 2), 
indicating its Golgi localization, a result different from the PVC localization of 
GFP-OsVSRl and GFP-0sVSR2. Further immuno-labeling study with Manl 
antibodies in fixed cells demonstrated that GFP-0sVSR4 colocalized with anti-Man 1 
antibodies (Fig. 3.2B, panel 3), a result consistent with its Golgi localization in BY-2 
cells. Therefore, distinct subcellular localizations of GFP-OsVSR fusions were 
observed in transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells: GFP-OsVSRl and GFP-0sVSR2 for 
PVC while GFP-OsVSR4 for Golgi. 
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Figure 3.2 Golgi localization of GFP-OsVSR4 in transgenic tobacco BY-2 cell 
lines 
(A) Transgenic BY-2 cells expressing the Golgi marker YFP-GONSTl 
(panel 1) or GFP-0sVSR4 (panel 2) were fixed and labeled with VSR 
antibodies respectively to compare the localization between the GFP 
(green) and VSR (red, GFP/VSR). Cells were also treated with 
Wortmannin (Wort) at 16.5 |aM for 2 hr or treated with Brefeldin A 
(BFA) at 10 i^g/mL for 2 hr before image collection for respective 
GFP-marked organelles in living cells. Colocalization of two signals was 
indicated by yellow color. The corresponding DIC (differential 
interference contrast) images of the studied cells were included. Scale 
Bar = 20 jiim. 
(B) GFP-0sVSR4 colocalized with the Golgi marker anti-Man 1 antibodies. 
Scale Bar = 20 \xm. 
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In addition, in Wortmannin-treated transgenic BY-2 cells expressing 
GFP-OsVSR 1 and GFP-0sVSR2, PVC marker anti-VSR antibodies largely 
colocalized with the vacuolated PVCs marked by these two GFP fusions (Fig. 3.3, 
panels 1 & 2)，again, confirming their PVC localization. In contrast, in BFA-treated 
transgenic BY-2 cells expressing GFP-0sVSR4, Golgi marker anti-Man 1 antibodies 
fully colocalized with BFA-induced aggregates marked by GFP-0sVSR4 (Fig. 3.3, 
panel 3), thus supporting its Golgi localization in BY-2 cells. Therefore, taken 
together, these results clearly demonstrated that both GFP-OsVSR 1 and 
GFP-0sVSR2 were localized to PVCs while GFP-0sVSR4 was localized to Golgi 
apparatus in transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells. 
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Figure 3.3 Distinct PVC and Golgi localizations of GFP-OsVSR fusions in 
transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells after Wortmannin or BFA treatments 
Transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells expressing GFP-OsVSR 1 (panel 1) and 
GFP-0sVSR2 (panel 2) were treated with Wortmannin (Wort) at 16.5 |iM for 2 hr 
before the cells were fixed for subsequent immuno-labeling with PVC marker 
VSR antibodies. In contrast, transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells expressing 
GFP-0sVSR4 were treated with BFA at 10 |ig/mL for 2 hr before the cells were 
fixed for subsequent immuno-labeling with Golgi marker Manl antibodies. Yellow 
color indicated the colocalization of green and red signals. DIC, differential 
interference contrast. Scale Bar = 20 jum. 
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3.2 Subcellular localizations of GFP-OsVSRl, GFP-OsVSR2 and 
GFP-OsVSR4 in protoplasts of rice suspension cultured cells 
Since the TMD and CT sequences used to generate the five GFP-OsVSR fusions 
were derived from the rice VSR proteins, it is thus possible that the distinct PVC and 
Golgi localizations of GFP-OsVSR fusions in transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells might 
not reflect the real subcellular localizations of these fusions in rice cells. To address 
this concern, I co-expressed individual GFP-OsVSR fusion together with a PVC 
marker modified red fluorescence protein (mRFP)-AtVSR2 (Miao et al., 2006) in 
protoplasts derived from rice suspension cultured cells. As shown in Figure 3.4， 
when either GFP-OsVSRl or GFP-0sVSR2 transiently expressed together with the 
PVC marker mRFP-AtVSR2 in rice protoplasts, they were largely colocalized (Fig. 
3.4, panels 1 & 2). In contrast, transiently expressed GFP-0sVSR4 reporters were 
fully colocalized with the Golgi marker GONSTl-mRFP (Fig. 3.4, panel 3) in rice 
protoplasts. 
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Figure 3.4 Distinct PVC and Golgi localizations of GFP-OsVSRl, 
GFP-OsVSR2 and GFP-OsVSR4 in rice protoplasts 
The three GFP-OsVSR fusions were transiently co-expressed in pairs either with 
the fluorescent PVC marker mRFP-AtVSR2 (panel 1 & 2) or Golgi marker 
GONSTl-mRFP (panel 3) in rice protoplasts as indicated, followed by image 
collections for their respective fluorescent signals in living cells. Yellow color 
indicated the colocalization of green and red signals. DIC, differential interference 
contrast. Scale Bar = 20 )im. 
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In addition， in Wortmannin-treated rice protoplasts after transformation, 
transiently expressed GFP-OsVSRl or GFP-0sVSR2 was found fully colocalized 
with the PVC marker mRFP-AtVSR2 in the enlarged/vacuolated PVCs (Fig. 3.5, 
panels 1 & 2), whereas GFP-0sVSR4 was colocalized with the Golgi marker 
GONSTl-mRFP to the BFA-induced Golgi-derived aggregates (Tse et al., 2004; Tse 
et al., 2006) in BFA-treated rice protoplasts after transformation (Fig. 3.5, panel 3). 
Taken together, all these results demonstrated that both GFP-OsVSRl and 
GFP-OsVSR2 were localized to PVCs whereas GFP-0sVSR4 was localized to Golgi 
organelles in both tobacco BY-2 cells and rice suspension cultured cells. 
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Figure 3.5 Distinct PVC and Golgi localizations of GFP-OsVSR fusion in rice 
protoplasts after Wortmannin or BFA treatments 
The three GFP-OsVSR fusions were transiently co-expressed in pairs either with 
the fluorescent PVC marker niRFP-AtVSR2 (panels 1 & 2) or Golgi marker 
GONSTl-mRFP (panel 3) in rice protoplasts as indicated, transformed protoplasts 
were then treated with Wortmannin (Wort) at 16.5 \iM (panels 1 & 2) or BFA at 10 
|Lig/mL (panel 3) for 2 hr prior to image collections for their respective fluorescent 
signals in living cells. Yellow color indicated the colocalization of green and red 
signals. DIC, differential interference contrast. Scale Bar = 20 )Lim. 
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3.3 Distinct localizations of GFP-OsVSR3 and GFP-OsVSR5 
Since transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells expressing either GFP-0sVSR3 or 
GFP-0sVSR5 resulted in very weak detection in both western blot and confocal 
analysis, I therefore used both tobacco BY-2 and rice protoplasts to study their 
subcellular localization upon their transient co-expression together with either PVC 
or Golgi fluorescent markers. As shown in Figure 3.6，when transiently expressed 
together in BY-2 protoplasts, the punctate GFP-0sVSR3 was mostly separated from 
but GFP-0sVSR5 was largely colocalized with the PVC marker mRFP-AtVSR2 (Fig. 
3.6，panels 1 & 2)，indicating PVC localization of GFP-0sVSR5. To further confirm 
the PVC localization of GFP-0sVSR5 and to identify the subcellular localization of 
GFP-0sVSR3, I then co-expressed them with either PVC or Golgi markers in rice 
protoplasts. As shown in Figure 3.6, GFP-0sVSR3 remained separated from the 
PVC marker mRFP-AtVSR2 (Fig. 3.6，panels 3)，indicating Golgi localization of 
GFP-OsVSR3 in rice cells. In addition, GFP-0sVSR5 and the PVC marker 
mRFP-AtVSR2 were largely colocalized when they were transiently expressed 
together in rice protoplasts (Fig. 3.6，panel 4)，supporting PVC localization of 
GFP-OsVSR5 in both BY-2 and rice cells. Therefore, GFP-0sVSR3 and 
GFP-0sVSR5 were localized to Golgi and PVC respectively when they were 
transiently expressed in BY-2 or rice protoplasts. 
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Figure 3.6 Distinct PVC and Golgi localizations of GFP-OsVSR3 and 
GFP-OsVSR5 in BY-2 and rice protoplasts 
(A) GFP-OsVSR3 or GFP-0sVSR5 (lanes 1 & 2) were transiently 
co-expressed in pairs with the PVC marker mRFP-AtVSR2 as indicated 
in BY-2 protoplasts, followed by image collections for their respective 
fluorescent signals in living cells Yellow color indicated the 
colocalization of green and red signals. DIC, differential interference 
contrast. Scale Bar = 20 \im. 
(B) GFP-0sVSR3 or GFP-0sVSR5 (lanes 3 & 4) were transiently 
co-expressed in pairs with the PVC marker mRFP-AtVSR2 as indicated 
in rice protoplasts, followed by image collections for their respective 
fluorescent signals in living cells Yellow color indicated the 
colocalization of green and red signals. DIC, differential interference 
contrast. Scale Bar = 20 j^m. 
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3.4 Immunogold EM localization of VSR proteins in rice suspension 
cultured cells 
The results thus far indicated that three GFP-OsVSR fusions and two GFP-OsVSR 
fusions were localized to either PVCs or Golgi organelle respectively in tobacco 
BY-2 and rice cells, which may reflect the in vivo localizations of VSR proteins in 
rice cells. However, such distinct PVC and Golgi localizations for the rice VSR 
proteins are different from the PVC localization of the seven Arabidopsis 
GFP-AtVSR fusions in transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells (Miao et a l , 2006). To further 
prove that the five rice VSR proteins are localized to PVCs and Golgi apparatus in 
rice cells, I performed immunogold EM studies on ultra-thin sections prepared from 
high-pressure freezing/frozen substituted rice cultured cells using anti-VSRan 
antibodies that recognize several VSR isoforms (Tse et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2007). 
As shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8，VSR antibodies labeled both PVCs/MVBs and 
Golgi apparatus in rice cells, supporting the conclusion that OsVSR proteins are 
localized to PVC and Golgi apparatus in rice. 
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Figure 3.7 Immunogold EM localization of VSR proteins in rice suspension 
cultured cells 
(A)-(E), immunogold labeling of VSR antibodies on ultra-thin sections prepared 
from high-pressure frozen/freeze-substituted rice suspension cultured cells, 
showing PVC/MVB localization in these sections. Scale bar = 200 nm. 
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Figure 3.8 Immunogold EM localization of VSR proteins in rice suspension 
cultured cells 
(A)-(E), immunogold labeling of VSR antibodies on ultra-thin sections prepared 
from high-pressure frozen/freeze-substituted rice suspension cultured cells, 
showing Golgi localization in these sections. Scale bar = 200 nm. 
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3.5 2-D western blot detection of VSR proteins in various plants 
The confocal immunofluorescent and immunogold EM studies have demonstrated 
that the five GFP-OsVSR fusion proteins were localized to either Golgi apparatus or 
PVCs in rice and BY-2 cells. However, we do not know if all the five endogenous 
OsVSR proteins would express in all cell or tissue types of rice plants. To find out 
how many VSR isoforms can be detected or recognized by anti-VSR antibodies in 
BY-2, Arabidopsis and rice cells, I thus performed 2-D western blot analysis using 
either VSRat-1 or BP-80 CT antibodies on proteins isolated from rice, Arabidopsis 
or BY-2 cells. As shown in Figure 3.9，at least three VSR isoforms were detected by 
VSRat-1 antibodies while BP-80 CT antibodies detected at least one VSR isoform in 
rice suspension cultured cells. For comparison, 2-D studies were also carried out on 
proteins isolated from Arabidopsis and tobacco BY-2 cells. At least five VSR 
isoforms were detected by VSRat-1 antibodies in Arabidopsis cells while only one 
VSR isoform was found in tobacco BY-2 cells (Fig. 3.9). These results indicated that 
rice suspension cultured cells contained at least three VSR isoforms. Therefore, 
confocal immunofluorescent and immunogold EM studies using rice suspension 
cultured cells might reflect the real localization of OsVSR proteins in rice, although 
future studies on the subcellular localization of individual GFP-OsVSR fusions or 
endogenous OsVSRs in transgenic rice plants are needed to further confirm the 
conclusions obtained from this study. 
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Figure 3.9 2-D western blot detection of VSR proteins from various plants 
Total proteins were isolated from Arabidopsis, BY-2 and rice cells, followed by 
2-D gel and western blot analysis with either VSRat-1 or BP-80 CT antibodies. 
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4. Conclusions 
Taken together, I have studied the subcellular localization of OsVSR 1-5 using the 
fusion reporter approach, in which the five GFP-OsVSR 1-5 fusions containing the 
transmembrane domain and cytoplasmic tail of individual OsVSRs were expressed 
in transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells or transiently expressed in protoplasts of rice and 
tobacco BY-2 cells, followed by studies on their subcellular localization. The 
obtained results from confocal immunofluorescent and drug treatment studies 
demonstrated that, among the five GFP-OsVSR fusions, three were localized to 
PVCs while the other two were localized to Golgi apparatus. 
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Chapter 4 
Summary and Discussion 
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1. Significance of this study 
VSR protein family is conserved in various plant species including pea (BP-80), 
Arabidopsis (AtVSRl-7), rice (OsVSR 1-5) and pumpkin (PV72) (Paris et al., 1997; 
Miao et al., 2006; Shimada et al., 1997). As a first step to fully understand the 
functional roles of VSR proteins in various plants, the subcellular localization of 
VSR proteins was studies. BP-80 was localized to the lytic PVC and TGN (Paris et 
al., 1997; Li et al., 2002; Tse et al., 2004). PV72 was proven to bind with storage 
proteins for their PSV transport via an ER-derived PAC vesicle (Shimada et al., 
1997). More recently, the seven GFP-AtVSR fusions were localized to PVCs/MVBs 
in tobacco BY-2 cells (Miao et al., 2006). However, little is known about the five rice 
VSR proteins in terms of their subcellular localization and functions. Several studies 
suggested that the individual AtVSR proteins might have different functions in 
transporting various proteases and storage proteins to the lytic vacuole or PSV 
(Sanderfoot et al., 1998; Shimada et al., 2003). It thus seems that different members 
of the OsVSR proteins might have unique functions in protein sorting in the 
secretory pathway of rice cells. Therefore, to fully understand the roles of OsVSR 
proteins, study of subcellular localization of different OsVSR proteins will serve as a 
first step in this direction. 
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2. The hypothesis in this study 
Using confocal immunofluorescent with organelle-specific antibodies, we have 
demonstrated that VSR proteins were concentrated on PVCs in various plant cells 
including tobacco and pea (Li et al., 2002). More recently, using transgenic tobacco 
BY-2 cells expressing a fluorescent PVC reporter and VSR antibodies as PVC 
markers, we have also identified MVBs as PVCs in BY-2 cells (Tse et al., 2004) and 
in germinating mung bean seeds (Wang et al., 2007). Since the TMD and CT of 
BP-80 were sufficient and specific for its correct final localization in tobacco cells 
(Jiang and Rogers, 1998; Tse et al., 2004), a similar reporter system was thus used to 
study the subcellular localization of the seven AtVSR proteins, in which the seven 
GFP-AtVSR fusions were localized to PVCs/MVBs in transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells 
(Miao et al., 2006). Therefore, it seems that transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells expressing 
fluorescent reporters containing TMD/CT sequences of individual VSRs are useful 
tools for studying the subcellular localization of VSR proteins. In addition, the 
punctate nature of PVC organelles in transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells and other plant 
cells can be defined by three criteria: colocalizaion with VSR antibodies, vacuolation 
or formation of small vacuole in the presence of Wortmannin but remain unchanged 
upon BFA treatment (Tse et al., 2004; Miao et al., 2006). 
The rice genome contains five VSR proteins, but little is known about their 
subcellular localization and function. As the first step to study the biological roles of 
OsVSRs in rice, here I used a similar reporter system to study the subcellular 
localization of OsVSRs in transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells and rice protoplasts. Using 
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the same criteria mentioned above, I demonstrated that three of the GFP-OsVSR 
fusions were localized to PVCs, while the other two GFP-OsVSR fusions were 
found on Golgi apparatus in both transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells and rice protoplasts. 
The PVC localization of three GFP-OsVSRs is consistent with those previously 
observed from the pea BP-80 and the Arabidopsis VSRs in tobacco cells (Li et al., 
2002; Tse et al., 2004; Miao et al., 2006). However, the Golgi localization of the 
other two GFP-OsVSR fusions transiently expressed in either BY-2 or rice 
protoplasts is unique from this study. 1 do not know if such distinct subcellular 
localizations of rice VSR proteins at steady state is related with their unique 
functions, or if such distinct localizations is unique to rice and other monocot plants. 
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3. A reporter system to study subcellular 
localization of OsVSR proteins in both tobacco 
BY-2 cells and rice suspension cultured cells 
When transiently expressed in tobacco protoplasts, the BP-80 reporter containing the 
• TMD and CT sequences was colocalized with the endogenous tobacco VSR proteins 
to PVCs (Jiang and Rogers, 1998). Similar results were obtained when a GFP-BP-80 
was either stably expressed in transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells (Tse et al., 2004) or 
transiently expressed in protoplasts prepared from tobacco leaves (daSilva et al., 
2006). All these results demonstrated that the TMD and CT are sufficient and 
specific for targeting VSR proteins to their final destination in plant cells and that 
tobacco cells are good system for studying VSR localization. More recently, using 
transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells expressing the GFP fusions with Arabidopsis VSR 
proteins, the seven GFP-AtVSR fusions were shown to localize to PVCs/MVBs 
(Miao et al., 2006). It is thus reasonable to hypothesize that the TMD/CT sequences 
of rice VSRs determine their localization. Therefore, I used a similar reporter system 
to study the subcellular localization of the five rice VSR proteins (OsVSRl-5) in 
tobacco BY-2 and rice cells in this study. 
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4. Transiently expression of GFP-OsVSR 
reporters in BY-2 and rice protoplasts 
Generation of transgenic lines expressing interested genes is a powerful approach for 
investigating the subcellular localization and function of target genes in plants. 
However, the utilization of this approach is limited by its time-consuming process 
and limited numbers of transformable plant species. In contrast, transient expression 
would provide an alternative for studying gene function and protein localization 
(Dekeyser et al., 1990; Sheen, 2001). This system has been successfully used for a 
long time to investigate the subcellular localization and targeting of proteins in 
various plants including tobacco and rice cells (Abel and Theologis, 1994; daSilva et 
al., 2006; Kamiya et al., 2006).Therefore，in this study, I used protoplasts derived 
from either BY-2 or rice suspension cultured cells for transiently expression of 
GFP-OsVSR reporters together with known organelle markers to study their 
subcellular localization. However, results obtained from this system shall be further 
confirmed in transgenic rice expressing the same GFP-OsVSR reporters in future 
studies 
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5. Distinct PVC and Golgi localizations of 
GFP-OsVSR fusions 
All previous studies demonstrated that VSR proteins are predominantly concentrated 
on PVCs/MVBs (Li et al., 2002; Tse et al., 2004; daSilva et al., 2006; Miao et al., 
2006; Wang et al., 2007). However, in this study, I showed that, among the five 
GFP-OsVSR fusions, only three of them were localized to PVCs but the other two 
were found mainly in Golgi apparatus. Even though the molecular mechanisms by 
which VSRs concentrate on either PVC or Golgi remain unknown, but it is likely 
caused by the TMD sequences alone or the combination of TMD/CT sequences 
within individual OsVSR. Indeed, the BP-80 CT contains multiple motifs that are 
essential for its correct CCV-mediated trafficking to PVCs in tobacco cells (daSilva 
et al., 2006). It is also possible that such distinct PVC and Golgi localizations of 
VSR proteins at their steady state might well reflect their possible distinct functions 
in plant cells, because VSRs could transport either hydrolytic enzymes or storage 
proteins to lytic vacuole or protein storage vacuole respectively. In this case, the five 
OsVSRs might have distinct functions in rice, which can be addressed in future study. 
In addition, I do not know if PVC and Golgi localizations of different OsVSRs are 
unique to rice. 
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6. Summary and future perspective 
In this study, using a fluorescent reporter system stably expressed in tobacco BY-2 
cells or transiently expressed in BY-2 and rice protoplasts, I have demonstrated the 
distinct PVC and Golgi localizations of the five GFP-OsVSR fusions. Transgenic 
rice plants expressing these GFP-OsVSR fusions will be generated to confirm their 
PVC or Golgi localizations, which will also be useful tools for studying the functions 
of the five OsVSR proteins in rice. 
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Appendix 




During the studies of rice VSR proteins two years ago, a novel protein was originally 
identified to be interesting in rice because its N-terminal region is similar to those of 
OsVSRs (Fig. 5.1, panel 1)，but very little information is known about this protein. 
To study the biology of this protein in rice, I have raised antibodies using synthetic 
peptides corresponding to its C-terminal region as antigens (Fig. 5.1, panel 2). 
However, when I search and analyze the mostly updated rice database, I was 
surprised to find out that the same unknown previously identified rice protein turned 
out to be two distinct proteins (Fig. 5.1, panel 3): one member of OsVSRs and an 
independent novel protein (termed Protein F in this study). Based on the sequence 
analysis, Protein F is predicted to be a 75k:Da integral membrane protein with pi of 
9.17 (Fig. 5.2), but very little is known about this rice Protein F. Therefore, the 
objective of this research is to study the biology of the rice Protein F. The specific 
objectives include the following: 
1. To raise and characterize antibodies against Protein F. 
2. To study the subcellular localization of Protein F. 
3. To characterize the functions of Protein F. 
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Protein F (75kDa) 
Figure 5.1 Identification of Protein F in rice 
Panel 1，The N-terminus of a 150kDa unknown protein was similar to those of 
OsVSRs. Panel 2, Synthetic peptides (red box) was used to raise antibodies for 
Protein F. Panel 3，Identification of Protein F in updated rice that is distinct from 
OsVSRs. TMD, transmembrane domain; CT, cytoplasmic tail. 
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Figure 5.2 Sequences and topology of the rice Protein F 
(A) Nucleotide acid and amino acid sequences of the rice Protein F. 
(B) Predicted topology of the rice Protein R 
TMD, transmembrane domain; pi, isoelectric point; MW, molecular weight. 
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2. Materials and methods 
2.1 Antibodies 
A synthetic peptide containing 20 amino acids (DDDMTARERMEHLRRQEREY) 
were designed base on the amino acid sequence of the rice Protein F, and it was 
synthesized by the company (Genscript, Piscataway, NJ). The synthetic peptide was 
conjugated with keyhole limpet haemocyanin (KLH) carrier protein, and then used to 
immunize rabbits at the animal house of Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK) 
as described previously (Tse et al., 2004). The first injection was made by the 
purified peptide mixed with Freund's complete adjuvant (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, 
MO), and the Freund's incomplete adjuvant (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was 
used in the subsequent injections. The generated antibodies were affinity-purified by 
a CnBr-activated Sepharose 4B affinity column conjugated with the synthetic 
peptide as described (Rogers et al., 1997; Tse et al., 2004). Rabbit serum was first 
spun at lOOOrpm for 5min to collect the supernatant and diluted with IX PBS in 1:1 
ratio, followed by mixing the corresponding peptide-CnBr matrix in end-over-end 
mixer overnight at 4�C. The matrix was washed with IX PBS several times before 
the antibody was eluted with 0.2M glycine-HCl, pH 2.0 and the fractions were 
collected in a 1.5mL centrifuge tube containing IM Tris-HCl pH 8.0. The 
concentration of the purified antibody was measured under OD280 and then stored at 
-20�C. 
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2.2 Sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide (SDS-PAGE) and 
western blot analysis of proteins from different plant species 
Two or three-day cultured tobacco BY-2 cells, Arabidopsis cells, rice suspension 
cultured cells and three-day germinating mung bean seeds were subjected for protein 
extraction as described in section 2.6.3 of Chapter 2. CM fraction was used as PIO, 
and CS fraction was used as SIO. The PIO fraction was further centrifuged by 
ultracentrifuge at 100,000 g for Ihr. The pellet was dissolved in IX extraction buffer 
with 1% SDS as PI00, and the supernatant was used for SI00 fraction. The extracted 
proteins were used for SDS-PAGE and western blot analysis with Protein F antibody 
as described in section 2.6.4 in Chapter 2. For examining if Protein F is an integral or 
peripheral membrane protein, the PI00 fraction was further suspended with O.IM 
Na2C03, and subjected for ultracentrifuge at 100,000g for another 1 hr. 
2.3 Sucrose gradient fractionation with protein F antibody 
BY-2 cells at the log phase (3 d after subculture) were used for protoplast isolation. 
Packed BY-2 cells (~15mL) were digested with 20mL lysis huffier (1% cellulose, 
0.05% pectinase，0.5% driselase and 0.4M mannitol) in the dark at 30°C for 2 hr. The 
packed protoplasts were then wash with 0.4M mannitol twice and were further lysed 
by passing through a 25G-gauge needle for four times and spun at lOOOg for 10 min. 
The supernatant was collected and loaded on 50% sucrose solution (w/v) in basic 
buffer (40mM Hepes-NaOH, pH 7.2, lOmM KCl, 3mM MgCb, and 0.1 mM EDTA), 
and subjected to ultracentrifuge at 110’000g for 2 hr. The major band was collected 
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and loaded on a 25 to 50% (w/w) linear sucrose gradient and centrifuged as 
described above. Each fraction (1 mL) of the gradient was collected and used for 
western blot analysis. 
2.4 Confocal immunofluorescence studies 
Tobacco BY-2 cells were fixed and subjected for immunoflurorescenct analysis as 
described in section 2.1 of Chapter 3. The mung bean seeds at different stages were 
fixed by a fixation solution (10% formaldehyde, 50% ethanol, and 5% acetic acid) 
for 24 hr. Dehydration and infiltration of sample were performed with the Enclosed 
Tissue Processor (Leica TP-1050; Leica Microsystem), followed by embedding 
samples in paraffin blocks. Thin paraffin-embedded sections were deparaffined and 
used for immunolabeling with F protein antibody. The collection and procession of 
image were described in section 2.1 in Chapter3. 
2.5 Affinity purification of Protein F by its antibody 
Affinity column was constructed using CnBr-activated sepharose 4B (Sigma-Aldrich) 
conjugated with F antibody according to the manufacture's guider. The total proteins 
from Arabidopsis suspension cultured cells were mixed with the conjugated matrix 
and followed by binding end-over-end at 4°C for overnight. The procedures were the 
same as that described in section 2.1 in this chapter. The eluted fractions were 
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separated by SDS-PAGE, followed by western blot analysis with F antibody. The 
same gel was subjected for silver staining as the same time and the corresponding 
band to F antibody detection was cut from the gel and used for LC-MS/MS analysis. 
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3. Results 
3.1 Protein F is presented in different plant species 
After conjugation with carried protein KLH, the synthetic peptide corresponding to 
the rice Protein F was used as antigens to inject rabbit for the production of antibody 
against Protein F. Affinity-purified Protein F antibodies were thereafter used to 
detect proteins isolated from various plant species via SDS-PAGE and western blot 
analysis. 
As shown in Figure 5.3, a single protein band around 75kDa was detected in the 
PIO and PI00 fractions of rice, BY-2 and Arabidopsis cells and in PI00 fraction of 
germinating mung bean seeds. It thus seems that the Protein F antibodies are specific 
for detecting Protein F in rice cells and its homologs in other plant species. In 
addition, the rice Protein F and its homologs in other plants are likely membrane 
proteins because they are mainly detected the membrane fractions (Fig. 5.3). 
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Figure 5.3 Detection of Protein F in different plant species 
SI00，PIO and PI00 fractions of proteins were isolated from rice cells, 
Arabidopsis cells, tobacco BY-2 cells and germinating mung-bean seeds, as 
indicated, followed by protein separation by SDS-PAGE and protein detection 
via western blot analysis using Protein F antibodies. 
SI00，soluble fraction at 100,000g. PIO, pellet fraction at 10，000g. PI00, pellet 
fraction at 100,000g. M, molecular mass marker in kDa. 
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3.2 Protein F is an integral membrane protein 
I next examine if Protein F is an integral membrane protein or a peripheral 
membrane protein. Proteins from rice suspension cultured cells and mature mung 
bean seeds were extracted and fractionated into SI00, PIO and PIOO. The PI00 
fractions were further re-suspended into O.IM NasCOs to release peripheral 
membrane proteins from the organelle membrane, followed by ultracentrifugation at 
lOOjOOOg for another 1 hr. The supernatant was used as S fraction, while the pellet 
was dissolved in 1% SDS and used as P fraction. Therefore, if Protein F is an 
integral membrane protein, it will be detected in the P fractions, otherwise, it will be 
detected in the S fractions. In addition, integral membrane protein VSR was used as 
a positive control, while a soluble storage protein S2 was used as a negative control 
(Wang et al., 2007). As shown in Figure 5.4，Protein F antibodies specifically 
detected bands in both PIO and P fractions. Almost identical results were observed 
when VSR antibodies were used to detected VSR proteins in the same fractions, 
which were different from that of anti-S2. Therefore, Protein F protein is neither a 
soluble nor a peripheral membrane protein but is an integral membrane protein. 
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Figure 5.4 Protein F is an integral membrane protein 
Proteins from rice cells (A) and mature mung bean seeds (B) were fractionated 
into SI00, PIO, PI00 fractions. The PI00 fractions were further washed with 
O.IM Na2C03 to release the peripheral membrane proteins. Fractioned proteins 
were separated by SDS-PAGE, followed by western blot analysis using indicated 
antibodies. 
SI00，soluble fraction at 100，000g. PIO, pellet fraction at 10,000g. PI00，pellet 
fraction at I00,000g. S, soluble fraction after O.IM NaiCOa washing. P, pellet 
fraction after O.IM NasCOs washing. M, molecular mass marker in kDa. 
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3.3 Subcelluar localization of Protein F 
Several approaches were use to study the subcellular localization of Protein F, 
including sucrose gradient fractionation, confocal immunofluorescenct analysis and 
immunogold EM studies as described below. 
3.3.1 Sucrose gradient fractionation of F protein 
Protoplasts were prepared from tobacco BY-2 cells, followed by digestion of plasma 
membrane and loading of the cytosolic contents onto a linear sucrose gradient. After 
ultracentrifugation, different fractions were collected, followed by protein extraction 
and protein separation via SDS-PAGE and western blot analysis with Protein F 
antibodies, along with known organelle markers including Anti-VSR for PVCs, 
Anti-Man 1 for Golgi apparatus and Anti-Toc33 for chloroplasts or plastids. As 
shown in Figure 5.5, Protein F detected was mainly concentrated in fractions 18-24, 
which would be corresponding to fractions of chloroplast or plastid labeled by Toc33 
antibodies (Fig. 5.5). Therefore, it seems that Protein F may be associated with 
chloroplasts or plastids in tobacco BY-2 cells. 
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Figure 5.5 Western blot analysis of protein fractions of tobacco BY-2 cells 
using Protein F and other known marker antibodies 
Various fractions of tobacco BY-2 cells from sucrose gradient were extracted and 
separated by SDS-PAGE, followed by and western blot analysis using various 
antibodies as indicated. VSR, vacuolar sorting receptor; Manl, mannosidase 1; 
Toc33, translocon at the outer envelope membrane of chloroplasts 33kDa. 
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3.3.2 Confocal immunofluorescent and immunoEM studies of Protein F 
To further study the subcellular localization of Protein F, I carried out confocal 
immnuofluorescent studies using both wild type and transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells 
expressing the Golgi marker YFP-GONSTl (Baldwin et al., 2001). As shown in 
Figure 5.6, Protein F antibodies gave rise to ring-liked signals in both wild type and 
transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells, indicating their possible localization to membranes of 
certain organelles, which is consistent with data from western blot analysis. Protein F 
was not localized to Golgi organelles because signals detected by Protein F 
antibodies (red) were largely separated from the Golgi marker YFP-GOSNTl (green) 
(Fig. 5.6B). 
When paraffin-embedded sections of developing, germinating, mature mung bean 
seeds and stems were labeled with Protein F antibodies, similar ring-like structures 
were detected in all these samples (Fig. 5.7), again, suggesting their membrane 
localization in these cells. 
In addition, immunogold EM studies with Protein F antibodies were also carried 
out to further identify the organelles containing Protein F，however, no convincing 
labeling on organelles was obtained in ultra-thin sections prepared from 
high-pressure frozen/freeze-substituted rice suspension cultured cells (data not 
shown). 
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B YFP-GONST1 Anti-Protein F Merged DIC 
Figure 5.6 Subcellular localization of Protein F in tobacco BY-2 cells 
(A) Wild type tobacco BY-2 cells or (B) transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells expressing 
YFP-GONSTl were fixed and labeled with Protein F antibodies as indicated, 
followed by image collections using confocal microscope. DIC, differential 
interference contrast. Scale Bar = 50 jim. 
(A) Anti-Protein F DIC (B) Anti-Protein F DIC 
(C) Anti-Protein F DIC (D) Anti-Protein F DIC 
醒圓 
Figure 5.7 Subcellular localization of Protein F in paraffin-embedded samples 
Indicated sections of paraffin-embedded samples were fixed and immunolabeled 
with Protein F antibodies, followed by image collection by confocal microscope. 
Green signals represented the subcellular localization of Protein F. DIC, 
differential interference contrast. Scale Bar = 50 ^im. 
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3.4 Affinity purification of Protein F for identification 
To further confirm the specificity of Protein F antibodies and identify possible 
Protein F-interacting proteins, an affinity column conjugated with Protein F 
antibodies was constructed and used to purify proteins from protein extracts of 
Arabidopsis. Proteins were extracted from Arabidopsis suspension cultured cells, 
and subjected to binding with the antibodies-conjugated resin. After washing and 
protein elution, SDS-PAGE was used to separate the eluted proteins. Two identical 
SDS-PAGE gels were subjected to silver staining and western blot detection using 
Protein F antibodies respectively. As shown in Figure 5.8, a 75 kDa protein band, 
likely representing the Protein F in Arabidopsis, was detected by Protein F 
antibodies in western blot analysis (Fig. 5.8). To identify Protein F and its interacting 
proteins, the putative 75 kDa Protein F band and other protein bands, representing 
possible Protein F-interacting proteins, were cut out from the identical silver staining 
gel and subjected to LC-MS/MS analysis and subsequent database searching for 
protein identification. However, no positive result was obtained thus far. 
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Figure 5.8 Affinity purification of Protein F and its interacting proteins in 
Arabidopsis cells 
Single and double asterisks indicate positions of Protein F and IgG eluted from the 
affinity column conjugated with Protein F antibodies. Two identical SDS-PAGE gels 
with the same amounts of eluted proteins were subjected to either silver staining (Elute 
A) or western blot analysis using Protein F antibodies (Elute B). M, molecular mass 
marker in kDa. 
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4. Summary and future perspectives 
4.1 Summary 
(1) Protein F is a 75kDa integral membrane protein in rice. Western blot analysis 
using Protein F antibodies indicated that Protein F and its homologs were also 
presented in other plant species, including Arabidopsis, mung bean and tobacco. 
(2) Different approaches, including sucrose gradient fractionation, confocal 
immunofluorescence and immunogold EM, were performed to study the 
subcellular localization of Protein F. The obtained results suggested that Protein 
F might be localized to plastids or chloroplasts in various plant cells. 
(3) Affinity column was used to purify Protein F for confirming the specificity of 
Protein F antibodies and identify its possible interacting proteins by LC-MS/MS 
analysis. Since the genetic background of Arabidopsis had been well studied, the 
interacting candidates of Protein F in Arabidopsis may be able to resolve. 
4.2 Future Perspectives 
Future studies will focus on the identification of Protein F-interacting proteins and 
its functional roles in plants. For example, transgenic tobacco BY-2 cells expressing 
GFP fusions with Protein F can be generated to study organelle dynamics marked by 
Protein F. In addition, studies on rice knock-out mutants for Protein F, available from 
RGRC rhttp.V/www.rgrc.dna.affrc.go.ip/), will illustrate the functions of Protein F in 
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rice. Furthermore, Protein F and its antibodies will serve as an additional marker for 
future research in plant cell biology. 
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